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Abstract 

Background: There is a sharp contradiction between supply and demand of medical resources in 

provincial capitals of China. Understanding the spatial patterns of medical resources and 

identifying their spatial association and heterogeneity is a prerequisite to ensuring limited resources 

are allocated fairly and optimally, which, along with improvements to urban residents’ quality of 
life, is a key aim of healthy city planning.  

Method: Localised co-location quotient (LCLQ) analysis has been used successfully to measure 

directional spatial associations and heterogeneity between categorical point data. Using point of 

interest data and the LCLQ method, this paper presents the first analysis of spatial patterns and 

directional spatial associations between six medical resources across Wuhan city, and evaluates the 

impact of study area spatial form (considered as a new dimension of spatial scale) on spatial 

analysis. The unique morphology of Wuhan city, which is bisected by the Yangtze River, is used to 

assess the impacts on LCLQ analysis and the seeking behaviour of medical resources. 

Results: This paper demonstrated the impacts of the spatial form of a study area on the global and 

local values of LCLQ of local-level medical resources. When splitting the city into multiple data 

sets (e.g. regions A and B in this paper), the global and local LCLQ values for pharmacies, clinics 

and community hospitals changed signficantly in both regions after the spatial partition. The 

border areas between regions A and B were influenced most. 

Conclusion: This paper focused on the impacts of the unique spatial form of the study area 

created by large-scale natural barriers. we should not ignore the impacts of the unique spatial form 

of the study area created by large-scale natural barriers such as mountains, rivers or lakes. The 

findings highlight another form of multiscale analysis in urban GIS. 

Keywords: Medical resource distribution; health GIS; localised colocation quotient; study area 

spatial form; multi-scale, Wuhan 

1. Introduction 

Since the introduction of economic reform and the open door policy in 1978, China began a 

programme of rapid urbanisation, experiencing the fastest rate of economic growth in the world, but 

at the cost of significant environmental degradation. The growth of its ageing population, with 

increased health burdens [1], has created new challenges for urban sustainability. In 2019 a fifth of 

the population (1.94m people) in Wuhan municipality were aged 60 and above. Of this, 2.9% 

(261,200 people) were senior citizens aged ≥80, an increase of 10,300 since 2018 [2]. To meet the 

needs of the growing ageing population, the municipal government is investing heavily in medical 

resources, but in order to address the spatial inequality in residents’ accessibility to these medical 
resources, additional quantitative evidence on their spatial patterns is needed [3, 4]. As such, policy 

makers are concerned with the following questions: what are the key characteristics of the spatial 
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distribution of medical resources? What spatial associations exist between different categories of 

medical resources? Do spatial associations differ on each side of the Yangtze River? The 

availability of point of interest data, which can be freely captured from the internet using data 

crawling techniques [5-7], means the methods presented in this study can be easily replicated in 

other cities.  

In the current literature, the majority of studies on medical resources have focused on 

analysing the spatial relationships between medical resources and community residents, such as the 

spatial distribution characteristics of various health resources in cities [8], the inequality of resource 

distribution [9], the spatial configuration of medical resources at different levels in different regions 

[10], and the supply mode and accessibility to medical resources [11]. Such studies frequently use 

regression models, such as ordinary least squares regression (OLS) [12], geographically weighted 

regression (GWR) [13, 14], and logistic regression (LR) [15] to analyse spatial patterns. The 

majority of the studies used aggregate data from national censuses, targeting urban spatial units at a 

range of scales from sub-district to community [16, 17]. Geographically weighted analytical 

methods, including regression and principal component analysis, have been proven effective and 

efficient in dealing with spatial heterogeneity, specifically spatial non-stationarity. However, GIS 

applications for these methods, commonly used for urban governance or management, do not 

analyse individual spatial interactions. Moreover, aggregating data at a particular scale or spatial 

unit leads to the modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP) [18-20]. For example, changing the spatial 

extent of the study area in a GIS analysis can create multi-scale effects, which have been highlighted 

in many analytical methods, such as GWR [21], logistic regression [22], spatial autocorrelation 

analysis [23, 24], cluster analysis [25], and spatial differentiation [26]. 

In recent years, the growth of big data technology has increased the availability of point data. 

Point of interest (POI) data have been increasingly used for urban analytics because of their low cost 

and high temporal resolution [27-31]. Many POI data take the form of categorical rather than 

interval and ratio variables, and require specific analytical methods suitable for measuring spatial 

associations and heterogeneity of categorical point data. In contrast to other methods for measuring 

spatial association (such as Moran’s I for interval and ratio data), the co-location quotient between 

multiple categories is particularly suitable for urban analytics. Leslie & Kronenfeld (2011) 

developed a global colocation quotient (GCLQ) and subsequently Cromley et al. (2014) developed 

a local colocation quotient (LCLQ) by incorporating a geographical weighted method into the 

global colocation quotient [32]. Further advances included Wang et al.’s (2017) application of a 
Monte Carlo simulation to create a test of the statistical significance of the co-location quotient 

results. Co-location quotients are now widely used in urban studies [33]. Studies to date have 

focused on determining the the nature of spatial associations between categorial variables, such as 

the colocation between trees and business establishments [34], the spatial co-occurrences of food 

sources (convenience stores, fast food outlets) and pharmacies [35], the spatial correlation between 

transportation infrastructure and the location of competing retail firms [36], the spatial relationship 

between types of crime and facility such as bars, schools, shops [37], the spatial association between 

types of crimes and types of land use [33], the spatial correlation patterns between intersections and 

crashes (pedestrian- or cyclist-involved) [38], associations between fires and land-use types [39], 

crashes of various traffic accident (minor injury, major injury, and fatal) [40], and the spatial 

associations between cycling activities and urban facilities [41].   

However, there are still some shortcomings in the published literature. To date, no studies have 

used the co-location quotient to measure the spatial heterogeneity or directional spatial association 

between types of medical resources. Nor have any studies explored the multi-scale effect on 

co-location quotient analysis. Lastly, the impact of the spatial form of the study area on the scale 

effect, including the influence of natural barriers such as mountains, rivers or lakes, has not been 

evaluated. This paper explores all these issues, applying both global and local co-location quotients 

to medical resource POI data from Wuhan City.  



This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the study area and data sources, then 

explains the global and local (geographically weighted) colocation quotient methods used. Section 3 

presents and interprets the analytical results. This is followed by a discussion of multi-scale effects 

in section 4 and conclusions in section 5.  

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Study Area 

Wuhan, the capital of Hubei Province, is located in central China between  113°41 '-115°05' 

E, 29°58 '-31°22' N [42]. The highest concentration of urban socio-economic activites and 

residential buildings is located in the seven urban districts in central Wuhan (Figure 1). In 2020, 

this area (863km2) had a population of 11.2 million people and a GDP of 1.62 trillion RMB.  

In order to follow the national ‘Healthy China 2030’ strategy [43], Wuhan municipality 

developed a range of policies, such as the "Healthy Wuhan 2035 Plan" in 2018 and "Wuhan 

People's Government's Implementation Opinions on Accelerating the Development of the Health 

Service Industry", with the aim of improving the health and quality of life of its population [44].  

 

Figure 1. The location of the study area in central Wuhan, Hubei province 

2.2. Data sources 

In 2015, the General Office of the State Council issued “Guidance on Promoting the 
Construction of a Hierarchical Medical System”, which advocated, "primary treatment at the 
grass-roots level, two-way referrals, separation of emergency and non-urgent treatments"[45]. 

Medical services in urban China are generally divided into two systems [46]: basic services, 

including pharmacies, clinics, and community hospitals; and professional services including 

specialized, general and 3A hospitals1 (Figure 2).  

 

                                                           
1 3A hospitals are the highest level in China's classification of medical resources. 



 

Figure 2. The hierarchy of Wuhan medical service system 

In this study medical resources refers to the medical services shown in Figure 2, which 

includes the personnel, buildings, beds, facilities and equipment, budget, knowledge, skills and 

information required to operate them [47]. Hospitals were allocated to the basic or professional 

services group based on service demand, scale and quality [48, 49]. Community hospitals typically 

provide basic disease prevention, basic treatments, and nursing whereas specialist, general and 3A 

hospitals provide medical services for complex or severe diseases.   

The location and classification of all medical resources within the study area were captured 

from Amap API (https://developer.amap.com/product/map) in December 2019 using a web 

crawling technique. Preliminary data processing included coordinate correction, a coordinate point 

reverse check, and address information correction and completion. 5,401 POI data were collected 

in total (Table 1). Each POI included the medical resource name, identity number, latitude and 

longitude coordinates, and specific address. District boundary and road network data were also 

collected from the National Basic Geographic Information System database. 

Table 1.  Classification of medical resources in the study area 

ID Classification Category Count 

1 

Basic  

Pharmacy 2383 

2 Clinic 1548 

3 Community Hospital 391 

4 

Professional 

Specialist Hospital  737 

5 General Hospital 297 

6 3A Hospital 45 

 Total:  5401 

2.3. Methods 

2.3.1. Global Colocation Quotient 

To analyse the colocation patterns of various point sets, Leslie & Kronenfeld (2011) 

proposed the global CLQ which measures the overall extent to which category A points (e.g. one 

type of medical resource) are dependent on category B points (e.g. another type of medical 

resource) [33]. In contrast to other methods such as Moran’s I, global CLQ uses nearest 
neighbours rather than Euclidean distance to quantify the spatial association between different 

sample populations. Where a point has multiple nearest neighbours within a bandwidth each 

nearest neighbour is assigned an equivalent weight as shown in Equation 1. 𝑁𝐴→𝐵 = ∑ ∑ 𝑓𝑖𝑗𝑛𝑛𝑖
𝑛𝑛𝑖
𝑗=1

𝑁𝐴
𝑖=1                           

Where 𝑖 is category A，nni denotes the 𝑖th nearest neighbour, 𝑗 is the number of nearest 

neighbours to point 𝑖. 𝑓𝑖𝑗 is a binary variable, indicating whether point A's nearest neighbour 𝑗 

is type B (1 means yes, 0 no). 𝑁𝐴→𝐵 denotes the number of type A points that have type B points 

as their nearest neighbours. The global CLQ is calculated using Equation 2.  



𝐺𝐶𝐿𝑄𝐴→𝐵 = 𝑁𝐴→𝐵/𝑁𝐴𝑁𝐵/(𝑁 − 1)                       

Where 𝑁𝐴 and 𝑁𝐵 represent the number of type A and B medical resources respectively, 𝑁𝐴→𝐵 is the number of type A points (Equation 2), whose nearest resource is type B. N is the 

total number of medical resources (5401) in the study area (Table 1). When calculating 

expectations, the denominator is (N-1) instead of N, because a point cannot be its own neighbour 

[37]. GCLQ𝐴→𝐵 measures the extent to which type A points are attracted to type B points [34]. 

When GCLQ𝐴→𝐵 = 1, type A and B points are both randomly distributed within the study area. 

That is, the proportion of type B nearest neighbours to type A points is equal to the overall 

proportion of type B points in the sample. When GCLQ𝐴→𝐵 > 1, it means that category A is 

dependent on B, and the number of the nearest neighbours of type B is higher than expected. The 

greater the value, the more dependent it is. When GCLQ𝐴→𝐵 < 1, A and B are mutually exclusive, 

that is, the number of type B nearest neighbours is lower than expected. The smaller the value, the 

greater the spatial independence between the two types. The smallest possible value of GCLQ𝐴→𝐵 

is zero, which indicates there are no type B nearest neighbours to type A points. The spatial 

association expressed by GCLQ𝐴→𝐵 is unidirectional, because A and B may have an asymmetric 

nearest neighbour dependency. If A's nearest neighbour is B, and B's nearest neighbour is not A, 

then GCLQ𝐴→𝐵>GCLQ𝐵→𝐴 which indicates that the spatial attraction of B to A is greater than that 

of A to B. 

2.3.2. Local Colocation Quotient 

The local colocation quotient (LCLQ) developed by [32] was used to analyse the spatial 

heterogeneity of medical resources and map clusters of points with high spatial associations. 

Compared with the global colocation quotient, the LCLQ produces maps that are easier to 

interpret [37]. LCLQ is calculated as follows in Equation 3: 𝐿𝐶𝐿𝑄𝐴𝑖→𝐵 = 𝑁𝐴𝑖→𝐵𝑁𝐵(𝑁 − 1)                   

WhereN and N𝐵 are the same as in equation (2), 𝑁𝐴𝑖→𝐵 represents the geographically 

weighted average of type B points within the bandwidth of type A points, as shown in Equation 4. 𝑁𝐴𝑖→𝐵 = ∑ (𝑤𝑖𝑗𝑓𝑖𝑗/ ∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑗𝑁
𝑗=1(𝑗≠𝑖) )𝑁

𝑗=1(𝑗≠𝑖)               

 𝑤𝑖𝑗 = exp (−0.5 ∗ 𝑑𝑖𝑗2𝑑𝑖𝑏2 )                      𝐴𝑖 represents the i-th type A point, 𝑓𝑖𝑗 indicates whether the nearest neighbour to point 𝐴𝑖 
is point B,  then 𝑓𝑖𝑗=1, or if not  𝑓𝑖𝑗= 0, 𝑤𝑖𝑗 is the weight of point j, indicating the importance 

of individual 𝑗 to individual 𝐴𝑖. 𝑑𝑖𝑗 represents the distance between point 𝐴𝑖 and point 𝑗, 𝑑𝑖𝑏 

represents the bandwidth of the search area for neighbours of 𝐴𝑖. The Gaussian kernel density 

functionin equation (5)  was used to assign the geographical weight value to each neighbour of 𝐴𝑖. The farther each neighbour is from 𝐴𝑖, the smaller its weight will be. An adaptive bandwidth 

is typically used for study areas with heterogeneous density e.g. one containing both urban and 

rural areas. A bandwidth determined by distance rank guarantees that each type A point has 

exactly the same number of neighbours, making the results more robust and reliable [37]. The 

local location quotient (LCLQ) is expected to be 1. Therefore, if LCLQ𝐴𝑖→𝐵 is greater than 1, it 

indicates that 𝐴𝑖 is nearest to a type B point. The greater the value, the stronger the association 

between types. Conversely, if LCLQ𝐴𝑖→𝐵 is less than 1, A𝑖 does not have a type B point as its 

nearest neighbour. A Monte Carlo simulation was repeated 1000 times to test the statistical 

significance of the local location quotient results [37].  



3. Results 

This section may be divided by subheadings. It should provide a concise and precise 

description of the experimental results, their interpretation, as well as the experimental conclusions 

that can be drawn. 

3.1. Spatial pattern of medical resources  

The kernel density analysis indicated the high concentration and clustering of all types of 

medical resources across the city centre, bisected by the Yangtze River (Figure 3). 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Kernel density estimation of (a) Pharmacies; (b) Clinics; (c) Community Hospitals; (d) Special 

Hospitals; (e) General Hospitals; and (f) 3A Hospitals. 

Pharmacies were relatively widely distributed within the study area, with three high-density 

clusters represented by the red circles in Figure 3a. Clinics were distributed along the banks of the 

Yangtze River, with an area of high density in the Qiaokou District (Figure 3b). The distribution 

of community hospitals followed a similar pattern although the areas of highest density were 

located in Qingshan District, Hanyang District, Jiangan District and other former urban areas 

(Figure 3c). Community hospitals were the most evenly distributed of all medical resources across 



the city centre and suburban areas. This reflects the boundaries of the smallest administrative unit 

to which medical resources are allocated in China's medical system [50, 51].  

The distribution of special hospitals was relatively scattered. With the exception of Hongshan 

district, most districts were characterised by a scattered distribution of special hospitals following 

the subway line. It also suggests that accessibility is a key factor in siting special hospitals (Figure 

3d). The high-density areas of general hospitals were concentrated in Wuchang and Hankou 

districts, presenting a "dual-core" pattern either side of the Yangtze River (Figure 3e). 3A 

hospitals were mainly concentrated in the three former districts of Jiangan, Jianghan and Qiaokou 

(Figure 3f). Newer districts only had branches or subunits of these hospitals, such as Tongji 

Hospital Guanggu branch and Union Hospital Jinyinhu branch.  

These spatial patterns suggests a degree of inequality, where high-level medical resources are 

excessively concentrated in central urban areas. Due to the influence of historical development of 

Wuhan, the old urban area still has the highest concentration of high-level medical resources. It 

also shows the lack of high-level medical resources in the new urban areas around the city centre. 

This may reflect the sparse residential areas and low population density in the new urban areas, 

which leads to insufficient provision and allocation of high-level medical resources. 

The results also show the great disparity in the spatial distribution of various medical 

resources between two sides of the river. By calculating the number of medical resources per 

capita per unit area of each district (Figure 4), it was found that pharmacies were mainly 

distributed in the Jianghan District, special hospitals were mainly distributed in the Qingshan 

district, and clinics were mainly distributed in the Qiaokou district. There was a relatively small 

spatial disparity in the distribution of community hospitals, general hospitals and 3A hospitals. 

This may reflect the fact that the site selection, investment and construction of these resources are 

determined by central government [49, 52, 53], while pharmacies, clinics and specialist hospitals 

are mostly privately owned. To improve the equality and equity of public medical resource 

distribution, the government should distribute medical resources in accordance with the current 

population distribution and demographic structure across the city. There are obvious differences in 

the form, pattern and quantity of pharmacies, clinics and special hospitals which suggests the 

coordination of different resources in Wuhan is still inadequate.  

 
Figure 4. Distribution of medical resources between the seven urban districts in Wuhan. 

3.2. Spatial associations 

3.2.1 Global location quotient analysis (GCLQ) 

Table 2. Global colocation quotient for all medical resources. 
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Pharmacy

Clinic

Community Hospital

Special Hospital

General Hospital

3A Hospital



Pharmacy 
2(1.175) 

*** 

2(1.077) 
** 

1(1.228) 
** 

—— 
24(0.934) 

** 

11(0.744) 
*** 

Clinic 
3(1.074) 

*** 

1(1.657) 
*** 

—— 
5(0.909) 

** 
25(0.854)*** 

11(0.665) 
*** 

Community 
Hospital 

4(1.186) 
*** 

10(1.077) 
* 

—— —— 
1(2.279) 

*** 

5(0.093) 
*** 

Special 
Hospital  

20(0.97) 
* 

2(0.835) 
*** 

7(0.869) 
*** 

1(2.654) 
*** 

1(1.525) 
*** 

2(2.197) 
*** 

General 
Hospital 

8(0.902) 
*** 

25(0.844) 
*** 

1(2.173) 
*** 

1(1.646) 
*** 

1(6.159) 
*** 

1(4.874) 
*** 

3A Hospital 25(0.842) 
*** 

24(0.711) 
*** 

25(0.591) 
*** 

4(2.001) 
*** 

5(3.757) 
*** 

1(29.813) 
*** 

Note: Taking “2(1.175)***” as an example, “2” is the bandwidth size, “1.175” is the GCLQ value, 
and “***” indicates significance at 1% level, “**” indicates significance at 5% level,. Highlighted 
areas indicate the GCLQ values greater than 1.  

The GCLQ results show significant ‘self proximity’ within each type of medical resource 
except community hospitals (Table 2). That is, pharmacies, clinics, special hospitals, general 

hospitals and 3A hospitals were not randomly distributed, but showed a degree of spatial 

clustering. Varying degrees of spatial association were evident within each of the five resource 

categories, ordered as follows: 3A hospitals (29.813), general hospitals (6.159), special hospitals 

(2.654), clinics (1.657), and pharmacies (1.175). 3A hospital showed the highest level of spatial 

clustering, followed by general hospitals. It is interesting to see that the higher the level of medical 

resource, the higher the level of spatial association. Higher-level medical resources are more 

commerically driven so spatial agglomeration might be a more important consideration than for 

lower level resources which are provided by local government, with the aim of equal and even 

allocation at the urban community level. 

 

Figure 5. Directional spatial association between medical resource categories. 

The GCLQ results (Table 2) also showed a degree of symmetric association - two-way 

co-location - between medical resource types. The GCLQ value was greater than 1 between each 

type of medical resource in the professional category (special hospitals, general hospitals and 3A 

hospitals) (Figure 5). The strongest co-location was between 3A and general hospitals (Figure 5). 

This suggests these resources complement each other in terms of service scale and target diseases 

[54, 55]. Two other pairings were evident: pharmacies and clinics, and pharmacies and community 

hospitals both exhibited some symmetric association, although the degree of two-way co-location 



was less than that within the professional category (Figure 5). The significance of pharmacies in 

the spatial associations detected is explained by their central role in local communties, providing 

longer opening hours than hospitals, and easy access to medication [56, 57], particularly after a 

diagnosis from a clinic or community hospital visit. There was an asymmetric association between 

clinics and community hospitals, the former being dependent on the latter (GCLQ =1.077) but the 

opposite not being significant. This is because there is only one community hospital per 

community so is likely to be located in an area with good accessibility to all residents. However 

clinics, being mostly private, smaller scale services, are typically located near residential areas. As 

such, community hospitals do not have a significant spatial association with clinics. 

Only one two-way co-location was detected between a pair of resources from the basic and 

professional categories. Community hospitals and general hospitals were spatially dependent, 

indicated by the community→general GCLQ value of 2.279 and a general→community GLCQ 
value of 2.173. These relatively high values indicate the proximal interaction between 

community-level and city-level (general) hospitals. Both community hospitals and general 

hospitals are public institutions administered by local governments, and their spatial associations 

is taken into consideration by planners. In addition, China's current resident medical insurance 

system (including the basic medical insurance system for urban workers, the medical insurance 

system for urban residents, and the new rural cooperative medical care system) requires residents 

to seek medical treatment in designated hospitals. Both community and general hospitals dominate 

the designated hospital list for most residents [53, 58]. This will affect the behaviour of residents 

and the location strategy for medical resources at this level.  

Finally, there was a weak spatial association between all pairs of resources across the two 

categories (except community and general hospitals), as shown by GCLQ values less than 1. This 

might reflect the disparate locations of city and community level services. 

3.2.2 Local colocation quotient  

The global colocation quotient (GCLQ) measures the direction and intensity of global spatial 

associations between medical resources within and between categories across the study area, but 

does not consider spatial heterogeneity (non-stationary co-location). The power of the LCLQ is its 

ability to map the direction and intensity of local spatial associations, i.e. co-location within a 

local neighbourhood.   

The geographically weighted (local) co-location quotient results for all seven types of 

medical resources are shown in Figure 6. Only points with a P value of less than 0.05 and an 

LCLQ value greater than 1 were mapped (Figure 6). There was a very strong spatial association 

between pharmacies, as indicated by the prevalence of red and orange points (Figure 6a). It is 

worth noting although there is a certain degree of competition between pharmacies in terms of 

service objectives, the pattern was dominated by a spatial agglomeration effect. This finding 

provides important empirical evidence of the spatial layout of pharmacies. Figure 6b shows that 

although there is also a significant spatial association between clinics, the spatial agglomeration 

was not significant. There were 392 community hospitals in the central urban area of Wuhan, only 

two of which showed a local spatial association, indicating weak spatial association between 

community hospitals. The main reason is that community hospitals are public medical resources 

and their spatial distribution is strictly controlled by the government. The spatial association 

among special hospitals was strong, with LCLQ values of greater than 4.5 for most of them. The 

intensity of spatial associations between general hospitals was lower than that of special hospitals, 

and the areas of spatial clustering were mainly distributed in the old town areas of Hankou and 

Hanyang. 



 

 

 

Figure 6. Local Colocation Quotient values between the six medical resources 

The local co-location quotient results for basic medical resources (pharmacies, clinics and 

community hospitals) are shown in Figure 7. Only points with a LCLQ value greater than 1 and a 

P value less than 0.05 were included.  

 



 

Figure 7. Spatial distribution of local colocation quotient values between the three types of basic medical 

resources (clinics, pharmacies and community hospitals) 

The results showed that pharmacies and clinics were significantly more interdependent than 

other medical resources. Community hospitals depended on pharmacies, but only by a small 

degree, as indicated by the LCLQ values of between 1 and 3.42. Pharmacies are well distributed 

around the community to sell over-the-counter drugs, whereas community hospitals mainly 

provide medical services for designated communities. The construction and location of 

community hospitals are decided by government planners based on accessibility and equity of 

residents' medical treatment. Therefore, the spatial dependence of community hospitals on 

pharmacies is small. In addition, the number of pharmacies that have a spatail dependence on 

community hospitals is small, but the degree of dependence is large, with LCLQ values between 1 

and 20.82. This is because the majority of pharmacies serving the community residents are widely 

distributed around the community. A small number of pharmacies are dependent on community 

hospitals as they provide professional auxiliary medical services for community hospitals, or are 

recommended by community hospitals. Therefore, these pharmacies have high-degree association 

with community hospitals. Thirdly, community hospitals generally rely on clinics. However, due 

to the strong competitive relationship between clinics and community hospitals, and the fact that 

clinics are smaller than community hospitals in terms of facilities and scale, most clinics do not 

rely on community hospitals. 

The LCLQ values for professional medical resources are shown in Figure 8, which includes 

only points with a P value of less than 0.05:  

 



 

Figure 8. Spatial distribution of local colocation quotient values between General Hospitals, Special 

Hospitals and 3A Hospitals 

Special hospitals had a strong spatial association with general hospitals. The LCLQ values 

ranged from 14.62 to 27.42. The spatial association of special hospitals to 3A hospitals was 

mainly concentrated in the vicinity of Tongji and Xiehe Hospitals. Tongji Hospital and Union 

Hospital have a good reputation and patients from all over the country seek medical treatment here. 

For this reason, many special hospitals are attached to Tongji Hospital and Union Hospital, 

combining their specialisms to offer targeted medical services. 

General hospitals had a strong spatial association with 3A hospitals. One reason is that 

China's medical insurance system requires patients who need hospitalization to go to designated 

hospitals for treatment. Patients who cannot be treated in a general hospital are sent to a 

designated 3A hospital. Also, Wuhan Municipal Government has issued regulations that all 3A 

hospitals in the city provide assistance to general hospitals, and some general hospitals are 

affiliated to 3A hospitals [59]. Therefore, general hospitals have a strong spatial association with 

3A hospitals.  

3A hospitals were less dependent on the location of special hospitals and general hospitals, 

although this was based on a relatively small sample of 45 hospitals in the central urban area of 

Wuhan. In addition, 3A hospitals have more specialist equipment and doctors than special 

hospitals or general hospitals, and they offer different services, which has formed a distinct 

agglomeration and competition effect. Therefore, it is difficult for special hospitals and general 

hospitals to compete with them. Accordingly 3A hospitals have a weak spatial association with 

special hospitals and general hospitals (Figure 8).  

The results highlight the stronger local spatial association between basic medical resources 

than professional medical resources.  

4. Discussion 

Understanding the spatial pattern of medical resources is a prerequisite to achieving greater 

spatial equality and social equity in the allocation of medical resources. This section discusses the 

sensitivity of the aforementioned analytical results to bandwidth size and the spatial form of the 

study area. The problem of MAUP in spatial analysis is well known, and includes the impacts of 

the spatial division of the study area on modelling results [21]. 

In this paper, the global CLQ developed by Leslie et al. (2011) was used to estimate 

bandwidth. The bandwidth was initially set at first-order neighbours before gradually increasing 

the number of neighbours. The GCLQ was calculated for each increase. A Monte Carlo simulation, 

repeated 1000 times, was used as a significance test. Finally, the number of neighbours 

(bandwidth) was determined by comparing the results. Using a the same bandwidth to measure the 

global and local locations of all health resources can lead to biased results. To ensure robust, 



reliable results, this study used various bandwidths, each suited to the particular spatial 

distribution characteristics of the different medical resources. 

In this study, the Yangtze River divides the central urban area of Wuhan into two parts: 

region A (Hanyang, Jiangan, Jianghan and Qiaokou districts) and region B (Hongshan, Wuchang 

and Qingshan Districts). The resulting spatial form of the study area significantly affected the 

public use of medical resources. It might be assumed that use of higher level 3A and specialist 

hospitals might be not sensitive to the spatial form of the study area for three reasons. Firstly, 

these hospitals disagnose and treat severe diseases (such as cancer) using costly specialist 

equipment and highly skilled doctors that are not available at lower level hospitals. As such, these 

hospitals have good regional and national reputation and attract patients from surrounding cities 

and provinces [60]. Secondly, 3A hospitals have high threshold expenses for medical treatment. In 

terms of China's medical reimbursement system, patients need to visit community or general 

hospitals for diagnosis and treatment in the first instance. They can use 3A hospitals only if the 

community and general hospitals cannot provide the necessary treatment. Otherwise, the treatment 

must be self-funded. Thirdly, these hospitals are not frequently visited by local citizens due to the 

high costs and long waiting times for treatment. Therefore, spatial accessibility to these hospitals 

is not the key consideration, rather, visiting frequency is very much dependent on the severity of 

disease and specialism of required treatment. By contrast, the lower-level hospitals, particularly at 

community level, were relatively sensitive to the spatial form of the study area as spatial 

accessibility and proximity of medical resources were important considerations to patients using 

them. Ding et al. (2018) also found that spatial accessibility and proximity were key 

consdierations in the use of low-cost and frequently needed health services. In this case study, 

citizens in region A might not wish to access community-level medical resources in region B, and 

vice versa, due to the impact of the river on accessibility. Therefore, it was imperative to examine 

how the global and local spatial associations between categorical variables responded to a change 

in the spatial extent of the study area that more accurately reflected the segregated seeking 

behaviour. 

4.1. Impacts of changes to study area extent on GCLQ results. 

Table 3 shows the GCLQ results in regions A and B. These were compared with the results 

for the whole study area shown in Table 2. The majority of GCLQ values  increased when the 

study area was split into two regions, indicating greater spatial association between medical 

resources, and a denser, more decentralized distribution. Following partition clinics became 

significantly spatially dependent on community hospitals. The intensity of spatial association 

between medical resources generally increased as well, except between pharmacies in Region A. 

The spatial association between clinics and pharmacies increased from 1.074 to 1.153 in Region A 

and to 1.119 in Region B. The spatial association between clinics increased from 1.657 to 1.857 

and 1.700 in Regions A and B respectively. The degree of spatial dependence of community 

hospitals on pharmacies increased from 1.186 to 1.269 in Region A and 1.190 in Region B. The 

spatial dependence of community hospitals on clinics increased from 1.077 to 1.800 and 1.151 in 

Regions A and B respectively. Therefore, the natural barrier (Yangtze River) has a significant 

spatial dependence on all medical resources. 

Table 3.  Global colocation quotient values in Regions A and B. 

Region A Pharmacy Clinic Community Hospital 

Pharmacy 
3(1.043) 

** 

8(1.028) 

** 

5(1.139) 

*** 

Clinic 
5(1.153) 

*** 

1(1.857) 

*** 

21(1.083) 

** 

Community 

Hospital 

3(1.269) 

*** 

22(1.800) 

** 
—— 



Region B Pharmacy Clinic Community Hospital 

Pharmacy 
1(1.319) 

*** 

11(1.040) 

*** 

1(1.407) 

*** 

Clinic 
3(1.119) 

*** 

1(1.700) 

*** 
—— 

Community 

Hospital 

4(1.190) 

*** 

6(1.151) 

*** 
—— 

Note：* taking “3(1.043)**” as an example, “3” is the bandwidth size, “1.043” is the GCLQ value, “**” signifies 
significance at 0.05, “***” signifies significance at 0.01  

4.2. Impacts of changes to study area extent on LCLQ results 

Pharmacies are the most widely used medical resource at community level in China as there 

is no need for a doctor’s prescription to purchase the majority of medicines [61]. Pharmacies 

usually open from 7am-11pm and are typically located within a 15 minute walking distance from 

residential buildings [62]. As the pharmacy category had the most data points in this case study, it 

was used to illustrate the impacts of changing the spatial extent of the study area on LCLQ 

clusters. The LCLQ values between pharmacies were re-calculated for regions A and B, then 

shown on the same map to aid comparison of the results (Figure 9). The number of significant 

points (P≤0.05) decreased when the extent of the study area was changed, but the intensity of 
spatial associations (LCLQ≥1) between pharmacies increased. 

 

 

Figure 9. Local colocation quotient values in Regions A and B between basic medical resources 

The change in spatial association between clinics and pharmacies was used as an example of 

the effect of partitioning the study area into two regions. Following partition, the LCLQ values 

increased significantly, and the slope of the fitted trend line2 decreased from -0.281 to -0.156, 

                                                           
2 The LCLQ value was taken as the Y axis and the P value as the X axis to make a scatter plot and 

generate a fitted trend line as follows: YLCLQ𝑏𝑒𝑓
=-0.281XP𝑏𝑒𝑓

+0.584, YLCLQ𝑎𝑓𝑡
=-0.156XP𝑎𝑓𝑡

+0.502. 



indicating that the local colocation quotient for pharmacies generally increased, and the P value 

generally decreased (Table 4). More specifically, 57% of pharmacies had an increased LCLQ 

value, and 37% (875) had a significantly lower P value (Table 4). 25% (603) of pharmacies had an 

increased LCLQ value but a smaller P value (Table 4). It can be seen that after partitioning, LCLQ 

values generally increased and P values generally decreased. All the pharmacies were divided into 

four quadrants based on the LCLQ results before and after partition (Table 4). The number of 

pharmacies with P≤0.05 and LCLQ≥1 decreased by 153 after the study area was split into two 

regions, reflecting the reduction in co-located pharmacies within a small scale. This indicates that 

pharmacies are sensitive to the spatial extent of the study area. 

Table 4. Four quadrant distribution of LCLQ values relating to pharmacies before and after the study area 

partition. 

Before LCLQ<1 LCLQ≥1 After LCLQ<1 LCLQ≥1 

P≤0.05 1909 1328 P≤0.05 1885 1175 

P>0.05 1575 2337 P>0.05 1779 2310 

Note: The numbers refer to the number of pharmacies in each quadrant  

Finally, the changing spatial distribution characteristics of the pharmarcy category were 

compared (Figure 10). Pharmacy-pharmacy LCLQ values increased significantly (Fig. 10a) after 

the study area was partitioned but LCLQ values significantly decreased (Fig. 10b). Figure 10c 

shows the pharmacies with an increased LCLQ value but smaller  P value. The pharmacies with 

significant changes were mostly distributed near the boundary between the two regions along the 

Yangtze River, whereas those near the centre of each region (A and B) did not change very much. 

 

 

Figure 10. Spatial distribution of LCLQ and Pvalues for pharmacies after partition. 

In short, the impact of the natural barrier (the Yangtze River) on the LCLQ analysis caused a 

significant increase in the directional spatial association between pharmacies. In terms of urban 

morphology, large-scale natural barriers in Wuhan, including the Yangtze River, Donghu and 

Nanhu lakes, have fragmented the road network and decreased transport accessibility between the 

two regions in the city. In the published literature, there have been long-standing debates and 



extensive evidence on the impacts of urban morphology on urban analyses, such as the impacts of 

urban form on commuting times and distances [63] and accessibility [64]. In particular, urban 

form has been shown to influence people's medical resource seeking behaviour [65]. The 

influence applies more to lower-level medical resources, such as pharmacies, clinics and 

community hospitals, that are visited more frequently for relatively minor health problems[66]. 

Patients with severe health problems were assumed to only visit higher-level hospitals [67], such 

as 3A and specialist hospitals. The results have confirmed that the spatial form of the study area - 

in this case bisection by the Yangtze River – did affect spatial associations between medical 

resources. It is suggested that a multi-scale analysis of LCLQ should be used for basic medical 

resources by splitting the study area into multiple parts that take account of natural barriers. Figure 

11 shows a conceptualized influence pathway that reflects the impact of the spatial form of the 

study area on geographically-weighted co-location analysis. It suggests how natural barriers might 

influence behaviour and the scale of analysis required (Figure 11). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. Conceptualising the impacts of spatial form on GWCLS analysis. 

5. Conclusions 

This paper has analysed the directional spatial associations between six medical resources 

across Wuhan City using a geographically weighted co-location quotient method. This approach is 

particularly useful for point categorical data. Using POI data from 2019, this study has generated 

the following empirical evidence:  

(1) When taking the whole city as a single data set (i.e. without partition), 3A hospitals 

demonstrated the strongest spatial autocorrelation, suggestive of a clustering pattern across the 

city. This indicates the uneven distribution of 3A hospitcials at city level, with a single cluster of 

3A hospitals located in Qingshan district. There were two networked communities of medical 

resources characterised by strong interactive co-locations within each system: firstly, pharmacies, 

clinics, and community hospitals (local services); and secondly, general, specialist and 3A 

hospitals (city-level services). The spatial pattern of the two systems (basic and professional) 

reflects the history, investment and management of medical resources as well as the levels of 

technical, medical equipment and human resource specialism in Chinese cities [68, 69]. One 

strong symmetrical association between the two systems (community and general hospitals) was 

detected. This indicated the linkage between medical resources at local and city levels. The 

co-location association reflects the transition from local to city level hospitals in some cases [70]. 

Although the medical resources within each category (basic and professional) demonstrated a 

certain degree of spatial association, the two systems of medical resources were spatially mutually 

exclusive.  

The health seeking behaviour for medical resources at the two levels (local vs city) was 

highly affected by the nature of the medical resource system. Basic medical resources (pharmacies, 

clinics and community hospitals) were most frequently visited at the local scale. Based on these 

results, using the whole city as a study area for LCLQ analysis is not advisable, especially if the 

city is split into multiple parts by large natural barriers. This paper demonstrated the impacts of 
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the spatial form of a study area on the global and local values of LCLQ of local-level medical 

resources. 

(2) When splitting the city into multiple data sets (e.g. regions A and B in this paper), the 

global and local LCLQ values for pharmacies, clinics and community hospitals changed 

signficantly in both regions after the spatial partition. The border areas between regions A and B 

were influenced most. 

(3) The sensitivity analysis of LCLQ to study area spatial form in this paper has added a new 

spatial dimension into multi-scale GIS analysis. Cheng & Fotheringham (2013) first proposed 

using multi-scale analysis after analysing the impact of country area on international comparative 

spatial analysis[21]. This paper focused on the impacts of the unique spatial form of the study area 

created by large-scale natural barriers. The multi-scale analysis in this paper has particular 

relevance to the analysis of urban resource patterns, such as medical resources, which might be 

accessed differently at local and city levels.   

This study also proposes a multi-scale approach to bandwidths; varying the bandwidth size 

for different pairs of categories. Bandwidth size has been recognized as representative of scale in 

geographically weighted regression analysis [71]. In LCLQ analysis, there is no optimal 

bandwidth value for an adaptive bandwidth scheme. In this paper, different bandwidth sizes were 

examined for each pair of categories. For example, the best bandwidth size for measuring spatial 

association between pharmacies was 2, but increased to 4 for the spatial association between 3A 

hospital and specialist hospitals.  

This paper had some limitations. The POI data sets did not include all healthcare medical 

resources, such as moxibustion, foot therapy, massage, SPA or sweat steaming, which might form 

a third system of medical resources at the neighbourhood level. In this study the distance between 

points was measured using a direct-line Euclidean distance however in reality people’s behaviour 
is more accurately predicted by transport distance, time and cost, and this is recommended as the 

measure of distance in future studies. Furthermore, the impacts of urban morphology on public 

service seeking behaviour should be evaluated in more detail.  

 

Annotation:   

LCLQ: local indicator of colocation quotient; GCLQ: Global indicator of colocation quotient. 
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